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What have you enjoyed most about this activity? What did you like best?
I liked taking part in the new uniform pitch as it was good to work as a team and tasting the
food was good too! (Grace Cook)
I really enjoyed learning facts about Nando’s and didn’t mind the food I loved the motion
sensed sinks. I love Nando’s (Freddie Cowen)
I mostly enjoyed learning about the history of Nando’s and tasting the different types of
sauces and food (Scott Johnson)
I have enjoyed the whole experience and what I have enjoyed the most is finding out the
history of Nando’s. (Gabe Parr)
I enjoyed creating a new uniform for Nando’s and presenting it to Les, as it gave us an
opportunity to experience this style of presentation. (Emily Austin)
We had a history of Nando’s quiz and I also enjoyed the free food, I liked the food tasting
when we had to guess what’s in the sauce. I had fun pitching to them too (Emily Heaviside)
I enjoyed finding out about the Nando’s history, I also liked the free tasters and working in a
team on the quiz. Vouchers were the best. (Charmian Pounder)
I liked the free food and I enjoyed the medium sauce tasting the best (Reece Unwin)
Trying the pitta’s and the sauces, also doing the presentations (James Hall)
I enjoyed tasting the food and the activity when we had to guess what was in the sauces
(Adam Waterhouse)
What new ideas or information have you learned from this activity?
I have learnt the history of Nando’s but also what Nando’s looks for in its employees, Good
body language, tone and choice of words. (Grace Cook)
Last year Nando’s sold 23 million chickens and that they look at body language, speech and
tone of voice. I hope I can get work experience there next year (Freddie Cowen)
I learned that Nando’s use over 23 million chickens in one year. And I have learnt more about
the history of Nando’s. I liked being able to taste the sauces and trying to guess the
ingredients (Scott Johnson)
I have learnt how to analyse different appearances of objects such as sauces and the back
ground of the massive business. (Gabe Parr)
I learned about the history of Nando’s and how they have grown since 1987, and what the
sauce was made of and I loved the voucher. (Emily Austin)
I have learn about how much sauce they use and how much of the chicken they use (Emily
Heaviside)
I’ve learnt about the history of Nando’s and the people who started the business (Charmian
Pounder)
They sell 23-26 million chickens a year, they also have 12000 staff across the UK (Reece
Unwin)
Nando’s was formed in Johannesburg! And they sell 26,000 chickens a year! (James Hall)
Better presentation skills and designing skills (Adam Waterhouse)





















What have you least enjoyed or found some difficulty with?
I was slightly disappointed to not have any chicken (Freddie Cowen)
I least enjoyed not being able to sample the chicken on offer and wish we could have stayed
longer. However it was extremely enjoyable and have lovely food (Scott Johnson)
Well it wasn’t really disappointing at all we got free drinks and tasters and skills, but it I had to
say one thing it would be the lack of chicken, as Nando’s is all about the stuff. (Gabe Parr)
I found it difficult guessing the ingredients in the sauce but it was still fun. (Emily Austin)
I least enjoyed trying the spicy sauce, because it set my mouth on fire (Emily Heaviside)
I enjoyed all of the activities, the sauce was a bit spicy for me (Charmian Pounder)
I didn’t like the pitching of the new uniform and was disappointed that we didn’t get to try the
chicken (Reece Unwin)
N/A I liked all of it! Trying the sauce was fun and difficult! (James Hall)
I was slightly disappointed we didn’t get to try the chicken (Adam Waterhouse)
What would you like to change if you did this activity again?
It would have been nice to try chicken but the pitta bread and sauce tasting was great too
(Grace Cook)
Stay for longer and try some chicken (Freddie Cowen)
I would have liked to learn how Nando’s advertise and bring in customers to their restaurant. I
would have also liked to have stayed longer. (Scott Johnson)
Nothing, I say it gave us all the inspiration we needed. (Gabe Parr)
I would lengthen the trip so we could learn more about how the business develops today so
we can learn for our own businesses. (Emily Austin)
I would have enjoyed trying a taster if their chicken, but I didn’t mind trying the sauce and
pitta’s. (Emily Heaviside)
I would like to stay all day at Nando’s (Charmian Pounder)
Try the chicken as well as the sauce (Reece Unwin)
It would be longer and try some chicken (James Hall)
I would let us review the food next time (Adam Waterhouse)

